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A Whirlwind of Travel
It's been a whirlwind this last month.  I put over 5000 miles on the car, and that
didn't even count the Alaska side-trip.  It has been amazing to enjoy the amazing
variety of sights across the country.  Just wish I could have spent even more time
drinking it all in.  Of course all the people along the way have also added
tremendously to the experience.  I'm so grateful for His provision of a great
vehicle and safe travels throughout.
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Milwaukee, Wisconsin - visit with friends
Iowa/Minn border area - sister and family
northern Idaho - workshop on facilitating group learning
southern Idaho - brother's
Alaska - other brother's and family & checking out some of the beauty
southern Idaho- pick up the car to go
northern Indiana -  debriefing retreat with other like-minded people
quick stop in - Grand Rapids to repack
settling in for a bit in NE Detroit area

Traveling is so much easier on this side of the ocean.  But I'll admit, I'm glad to
be able to settle into the same bed for a while.   Time to catch up on plenty of
paperwork and will be visiting with friends, Ch. groups, and supporters
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Continue to pray for South Asia as they deal with Covid.  It truly has been a very
deadly time for quite a few countries, including mine.  A reliable organization has
a list of at least 150 "Body" leaders who have died related to Covid throughout
the country.  This is a big potentially long-term difficult impact on so many. 
Things are starting to open up again from lock-down, but that could also mean a
resurgence of disease.   Economically though, there continues to be great need
to get back to some kind of normalcy where people can work and earn as
needed.

Partnering leaders in the Far West hill area reached out again to provide
specifically needed relief to the family and neighbors around them.  Small
amounts of help was divided up in all seven districts by 17 different leaders as
they consulted together about the needs.  While there has been plenty of Covid
infection, this area seems to have had a lower amount and better recovery then
many other areas of the country.  Once again planned activities and outreach
have had to be put on hold.  Phone & zoom have again been used for meetings,
discipling, and counseling together as much as possible.
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Please click and answer this SURVEY 
if you would like a photo card sent your way.

I plan to be based in the Detroit area until the end of August.  Then
back to the Grand Rapids area in September.  And then hopefully back

across the ocean sometime in October. 
Please be in touch if we can try to meet face to face. 

I've found that many of my e-mails aren't getting through.  Hopefully that isn't true for you.  Please be

sure to add this to your address list and/or update your preferences (link below), be sure I am white-

listed in your lists, and check spam/junk to get this cleared. Let others know as well so they can get

signed up in person.

My mailing address is:
Becky

4959 Johnson St.
Coopersville, MI 49404

Add us to your address book

Phone (US): 317-412-8352
WhatsApp: +977-9841370375

THANKS FOR YOU SUPPORT
Designate: M, 005809  -Becky
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TEAM,  P.O. Box 1683 Carol Stream, IL 60132-
1683
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